3S6	MACHMR DESIGN.
to the required form. Gears cut in this manner usually need to be filed slightly before they work satisfactorily. Hevel-gears with absolutely correct tooth surfaces may be made by planing. Suppose a planer in. which the tool point travels always in some line through the apex of the pitch cone. Then suppose that as it is slowly fed down the tooth surface, it is guided along the required tooth curve by means of a templet. From what has preceded it will be clear that the tooth so formed will be correct. 'Planers embodying these principles have been designed and constructed by Mr. Corliss of Providence, and Mr. Gleason of Rochester, with the most satisfactory results.
219. Design of Bevel-gears, (liven energy to be transmitted, rate of rotation of one shaft, velocity ratio, and angle between axes; to design a pair of bevel gears. Locate* the intersection of axes, 0, Fig. 227. Draw the axes O.I and OB, making the required angle with each other. Locate OC \ the line of tangeney of the pitch cones, by the method given on p. 3X2. Any pair of frusta of the pitch cones may be selected upon which to form the teeth. Special conditions of the problem usually dictate this selection approximately. Suppose that the inner limit of the teeth may be conveniently at I). Then make />/*, the width of face, —J)O •: 2. Or, if P is located by some limiting condition, lay off PD PO : 3. In either case tin* limits of the teeth are defined tentatively. Now from the energy and tin* number of revolutions of one shaft (either shaft may ih* used) the moment of torsion may be found. The mean force at the pitch surface =4hls torsional moment ••: the mean radius of the* gear; i.e., the radius of the point A/, Fig. 227, midway between /* and I). The pitch corresponding to this force may ik* found.
In order to compute* it consider the teeth of tin* pinion (/>., the smaller gear), as they will be the wrakrr. I laving found the force, F, which is to lx* transmitted we determine the pitch required to carry F by a spur gear, who.se pitch radius -t\fff

